SEM Progress

The SEM diffusion pump has entered the final stages of being refurbished. The diffusion pump was removed, cleaned then reassembled to the system.

Dektak Fixed

Natalie discovered a faulty hard drive on the Dektak and now has it working as good as new.

Lab Visitors

Natalie instructs Cody Rickover, and Roger Araiza, ODU students, on how to operate the AFM.

Hiajian is working with Ben Winer, a WM undergraduate student. Ben is examining fruit fly samples for his Senior Thesis.

Above: Diefeng Gu instructs ODU students Roger Araiza, Cody Rickover and Jennifer Ammertorp on the Ellipsometer
Below: Hiajian is teaching Wen Zhongkai and Raja how to operate the Tof Sims.
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